The evolution of the atomic state in the resonant Jaynes-Cummings model (a two-level atom interacting with a single mode of the quantized radiation field) with the field initially in a coherent state is considered. It is shown that the atom is to a good approximation in a pure state in (0))fi iu g"-OC"n) is y(t)) = g [[aC"cos(gOn+1 
The JCM would also appear to be an excellent model with which to explore some of the more puzzling aspects of quantum mechanics, such as the possibility (or impossibility) to describe an interacting quantum system by a state vector undergoing unitary evolution; i.e. , the socalled "collapse of the wave function. " In the semiclassical version, the atom interacting with the classical electromagnetic field may at all times be described by a state vector evolving unitarily. What happens, however, when it is recognized that the field is itself a quantum system (which leads inevitably to "entanglement" )? The inversion plot in Fig. 1 would suggest that throughout the whole collapse region the atoms have somehow lost coherence and become randomly polarized, whereas this appears to be true only around the initial collapse time. Afterwards, one finds instead that, well within the conventional collapse region, almost perfect coherence is regained: Around t =to the atoms are all almost exactly in phase, indeed, to a good approximation (which is better the larger n is, as the calculation below indicates) in a pure state. By contrast, the conventional "revival region" around t""=2n' x/g Fig. 1 (bottom) , the population inversion in the state I y(t =tp)&, , "=(I/&2)(e "Ia&+i Ib&) (6) is zero, but the ensemble shows perfect coherence.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the state (6) is that, as the derivation of Eq. (5) 
